
Agenda
1. March Route

PROPOSAL: Start at City Hall, move down Queen to Northumberland, move back down King to 
Carleton, move to Queen, come back down Westmorland, come back up Carleton, back down York, and 
back down to Legislature.
CONSENSUS: Everybody agreed.

2. What we are doing on the march 

DISCUSSION: SUGGESTION: Leaving stuff at banks. A couple ideas: leaving a copy of a person’s 
statement of their debt with their name? Put up some kind of sheet with “99% Stories”, little zingers 
that make a statement. Bill statements, how much you owe to this bank, etc. A list of demands at the 
Legislature, banks, City Hall. OPINION: How about before the march we hand out sticky note pads, get 
people to write their message/story/etc and sticky-note the walls. CONCERN: People don’t want to hand 
out their personal information. OPINION: You don’t have to give our your personal information, just 
your story or something. CONCERN: Do we have speakers, musicians, organizations who want to come 
down and speak? OPINION: Shale gas people, Big Love, Fallsbrook Centre, possibly Food Bank, Food 
Not Bombs, they want to come. There has been a call-out for musicians to perform. Somebody brought 
up Samba music, bring drums and drum circles! Anybody who wants to be involved with ANYTHING 
like this, doing stuff during the protest, occupation, etc, then PLEASE follow/post in the Facebook 
group. CONCERN: There has to be people volunteering for medic teams. Talk to the Nursing Faculty 
or Nurses Union. We already know of a medic who is coming from Toronto. CONCERN: Self-policing. 
When demonstrators start fighting each other then you have real problems. If somebody is performing 
a militant action and you don’t like it, don’t get involved. The whole group will look violent and lose 
credibility.

PROPOSAL: HAVE A MEDIC TEAM AND A SAFE AREA?
CONSENSUS: Everybody agrees.

3. Local Demands 

DISCUSSION: CONCERN: We should compile a list of demands. OPINION: There are a lot of different 
issues but they all stem from other MAJOR issues. Just take all the thoughts and views that we’ve been 
discussing but put them into more legible terms so people can understand. OPINION: As for concerns, 
it’s better to organize them under a huge banner that includes people. We don’t want to alienate people 
with SPECIFIC demands. People may not agree with us. Most of the issues, though, do stem from a 
common source/problem. We could even write up a bill at some point that clearly states something we 
want passed. OPINION: Should we have like a manifesto? People seem to really like the passing a bill 
idea. STATEMENT: When we were down today with the chalk, people keep asking “What is this about?” 
We all have our own stories but in essence all we want is positive change. I think if we do a manifesto we 
would have to do a VERY broad one. OPINION: Any representative of any political organization can’t 
take the mic. We can’t limit ourselves to one party or spectrum.
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PROPOSAL: Use the framework for the Occupy Wall Street manifesto/declaration and go through, test 
consensus on each issue, and modify it to meet Fredericton’s specific demands?
CONSENSUS: Reached.

DISCUSSION: This is great idea because it will really show that there are universal issues for everybody. 
We all have separate issues but also the same issues, in a sense. STATEMENT: We are not billionaires, 
we don’t make lots of money per year.. so that defines us as the 99%, really. We should use that to help 
relate people to this cause/movement. Remember that the 99% is a HUUUUUGE group of people. Think 
about it. Some people don’t completely understand but it’s simple -- if you are not rich you are the 99%. 
OPINION: If we do cover the big issues first, then the smaller ones will come after. A lot of the small 
issues will go away if the big issues are dealt with. We can use the Fredericton issues as examples.

PROPOSAL 1: Investigate and use resources to find out who the 1% is, and make a list so we can point out 
to people. Find specific examples about how they are hoarding resources/money.
CONSENSUS 1: Blocked: Hoarding money is one issue. The whole idea behind the trickle-down 
economics is that the rich will take the money and put it back into the economy, etc but it’s not actually 
happening. It’s a lie. The rich have been getting richer and they are hoarding. Hoarding is one of the 
problems. Other problems are that they manipulate the political process. We have some of the 1% having 
more control over the politicians more so than the actual people. We need to point that out as well. 

PROPOSAL 2: Investigate and use resources to find out who the 1% is, and make a list so we can point out 
to people. Find specific examples about how they are hoarding resources/money, and also how they are 
manipulating the poitical process in a very unfair way. 
CONSENSUS 2: Everybody agrees.

DISCUSSION: OPINION: We need to educate ourselves as well, not just leave it to the Issues Committee. 
The 1% also isn’t just about the money you have, it’s how you spend that money and exploit the money. 
These people run these corporations, rake in billions every year, and they don’t have any kind of 
restriction on it or how they exploit it. OPINION: We should refrain from villainizing these 1% people. 
Stick with statistics and not just individuals. If we are attacking specific people we could get in trouble for 
slander. If we can find actual FACTS then that’s fine but just saying that “It’s Bullshit” doesn’t work. Don’t 
say anything unless you can back it up.

3. Are we Occupying?

DISCUSSION: OPINION: Officer’s Square would be a good spot. CONCERN: We don’t want to steal 
12 Hours for the Homeless’s thunder. CONCERN: Officer’s Square is a historical district so you need a 
permit from 90 days in advance to even hold an event there so it would probably be automatically illegal 
to occupy. OPINION: We are not actually trying to prevent something like Wall Street, we are just doing 
this in solidarity. OPINION: But we should be prepared to accept that Parliament and City Hall are 
automatically going to be opposed to us. CONCERN: Officer’s Square isn’t actually a public space. It’s a 
historical site so it’s probably under some sort of committee’s jurisdiction. OPINION: We don’t actually 
have to occupy one space for an amount of time. Think about it like a happenstance -- we don’t have to 
go on private/public space. If we do this is shifts, then people can come in shifts in different places, not 
just one space. It could be like Occupy Fredericton, literally. CONCERN: The coordination of arranging 
a ton of different spaces could be difficult to do. SUGGESTION: King’s Place has more significance 
than Officer’s Square, and it’s a mall, it’s not out of the way… the banks are nearby, the buses come by, 
lots of people are there. CONCERN: Would we have a problem with loitering, they could kick us off 
simply by loitering? SUGGESTION: There is a certain space which is labelled as public. We could use 
that as a loophole. We could propose at the event if people want to occupy and get suggestions then and 
there. Most of us feel like it’s not good enough to come out for ONE DAY when we should be doing an 
occupation of sorts. I think we can agree that some sort of long-term efforts need to happen. OPINION: 



We do have some real opportunities coming up to occupy stuff (May elections). We may not be able to 
occupy through winter like other Occupy movements because that is dangerous, weather-wise… but 
there are other things we can do.

PROPOSAL: Wait until the actual protest to disclose the location of the occupation, that way we can have 
more voices and opinions. 
CONSENSUS: Everybody agrees.

4. Sub-Committees

DISCUSSION: Please join Facebook groups. Last night we broke sub-committees into 3 groups: 
ORGANIZATIONAL, ISSUES, and CAUCUSES. Please look up the Facebook groups if you wish to be 
involved. We need volunteers!

General Notes
•	 In Moncton, they cannot camp out so they are occupying standing up and sitting around. Maybe an 

occupation shouldn’t be mandatory. People can have a choice.
•	 Everybody needs to stay informed and be prepared for media presence. Know your facts, do your research, 

and know why you are being part of this movement.
•	 We are continuing the chalk demonstration infront of King’s Place. There is also the Anti-Fracking group 

meeting tomorrow morning at 10 or 11? Check Facebook.
•	 Keep putting posters up. They get torn down but keep putting them there. For campus you need to 

clearance; not sure who to talk to but if you have connections, use them! We need posters everywhere.


